Step flow breaking during epitaxial growth as a source of surface chemical structuration in functional perovskite thin films
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ABSTRACT: The spontaneous formation of double chemical terminated surfaces of La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ due to deviations from step flow during its epitaxial growth on SrTiO$_3$(001) is presented. The development of surface regions with differentiated topmost composition leads to outstanding surface nano-structuration presenting notably distinct local properties, particularly in terms of electric transport and local work function. Correlation between combined atomic force microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data allows the chemical identification of the two terminations as corresponding to La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$O and MnO$_2$. The atomistic process at the origin of the surface organization has been interpreted by Monte Carlo simulations that reveal the importance of stacking fault formation as growth proceeds. We present a physical understanding of the experimental results and provide grounds for nanoscale engineering of surfaces in which different electronic responses coexist. The conclusions of the present work can be extended to the growth of other perovskite thin films, therefore broadening the field of functional materials nanostructuration and offering the capability of confining properties at the nanoscale with major interest in a large variety of fields.

INTRODUCTION

The fabrication of epitaxial oxide thin films with well-defined atomically sharp interfaces relies on the successful realization of atomically flat and single-terminated substrate surfaces. On the one hand, it is known that good quality epitaxial oxide thin film growth requires the use of single crystalline substrates with the appropriate lattice parameter. On the other hand, the stoichiometry of the topmost surface plane of the substrate determines the atomic stacking sequence of the deposited films and, therefore, the use of substrates having a unique chemical termination is a critical issue for obtaining sharp hetero-epitaxial interfaces. Nevertheless, increasing interest in these issues arises from the possibility of modulating the interface properties, to control their impact on the films grown on top. Albeit a wise approximation consists
in using substrates with nanostructured chemical terminations, simpler procedures without the need of substrate structuration are desired. In this context, we present a further step towards obtaining tailored 3D architectures in which both chemically sharp (bottom) and modulated (top) interfaces can be integrated within the same fabrication process.

During epitaxial growth on vicinal surfaces, presenting atomic steps due to the substrate miscut, most atoms impinging the surface diffuse long enough to attach to the step edges. In this scenario nucleation of islands on the terraces may be neglected and growth proceeds by step flow. However, ideal step flow may break for specific values of the parameters governing surface evolution (temperature, diffusion length, etc.) provoking growth instabilities. Some of the consequences of such a situation are: i) step meandering leading to terraces of modulated width, ii) island nucleation at the surface terraces if atomic diffusion is reduced and, iii) mound formation in which 3D growth occurs due to a sufficiently inhibited interlayer mass transport. In practice, meandering and islands nucleation develop nearly simultaneously. As instabilities tend to appear as more material is deposited, deviation from the ideal 2D growth occurs easier for increasing thickness complicating the controlled fabrication of thick epitaxial films. Nevertheless, some benefits may result from this phenomenon and getting away from the ideal behavior constitutes a way to obtain spontaneously formed nanostructures leading to modulated local functional properties of thin film surfaces.

Among other perovskites, La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ (LSMO) is a widely studied material due to its particular magnetic and electrical properties, where exotic electronic phases emerge from coupling of charge, spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom. The perovskite oxide SrTiO$_3$ (STO), with lattice parameter equal to 0.3905 nm, is the most common substrate for epitaxial growth of complex oxide thin films and constitutes an ideal substrate in the case of LSMO (pseudo-cubic unit cell, u.c., with lattice parameter of 0.389 nm) because the resulting lattice mismatch for LSMO//STO is only of 0.39%. STO(001) single crystals consist of an alternating stacking sequence of atomic layers, TiO$_2$ and SrO planes ordered in the [001] direction with inter-plane distance of $\approx 0.2$ nm (1/2 u.c.). Therefore, STO has two possible (001) surface termination planes, i.e., SrO and TiO2. However, it is known that as-received STO(001) surfaces usually contain a coexistence of these two distinct atomic terminations and only after appropriate preparation methods single terminated (SrO or TiO$_2$), or two-terminated self-separated (SrO and TiO$_2$) surfaces can be obtained. LSMO ultra-thin films ($\approx 10$ nm) grown onto STO presenting laterally modulated SrO-TiO$_2$ chemical composition have been shown to grow in a layer by layer (lbl) fashion in which complete LSMO unit cells are piled at each termination. In such conditions, the growing epitaxial film followed the stacking sequence of the underlying substrate and, therefore, two terminated LSMO films were obtained. In these systems, in which overlayer and substrate have similar crystal structure, the lbl process keeps unchanged the step-terrace structure of the substrate and film formation can be analyzed as a step-flow growth mode.
In this work, LSMO thin films have been grown on STO substrates using RF magnetron sputtering, a deposition method with high deposition rate and wide range of available coverages, leading to high quality films useful for industrial use. However, given growth parameters (temperature, oxygen pressure…) or even defects (cation excess, oxygen vacancies…) that may be present in the substrate surface can provoke local structural or stoichiometric deviations in the films and in their surfaces. Taking advantage of this fact, chemically nanostructured LSMO surfaces can be achieved without the need of special substrate preparation. In order to demonstrate that, thin films of LSMO have been grown on diverse substrates exhibiting either TiO$_2$ or SrO single chemical termination. The films have been characterized by means of spatially resolved techniques, namely Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and X-ray generated photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) providing correlation between morphological, compositional and electrical responses. With the same growth conditions, all obtained LSMO films present surfaces with a bimodal distribution in properties typical of surfaces with two different chemical terminations. Thanks to Monte Carlo simulations, this conclusive result is interpreted in terms of the formation of stacking faults in the film during growth.

METHODS

Experimental

LSMO films were deposited on 5x5x0.5 mm$^3$ single-crystal STO substrates using RF magnetron sputtering. Atomically flat TiO$_2$-terminated substrates were obtained by ultrasonic consecutive baths in deionized water, acetone and ethanol to selectively etch the SrO layer, followed by annealing up to 1000°C for 2 hours in a furnace tube in air for recrystallization. SrO-terminated substrates were prepared by longer annealing of 72 hours at 1300°C. LSMO was deposited from stoichiometric targets under a 190 mTorr partial oxygen pressure and at a substrate temperature of 900°C. After deposition, an in-situ sample annealing at 900°C for 60 minutes under an oxygen pressure of 400 Torr was performed followed by cooling down to room temperature (RT) at a rate of 25°C/min. All LSMO films investigated here have a nominal thickness of $\approx$ 18 nm -equivalent to 46 monolayers (ML)- defining the ML as an atomic layer or plane, i.e., one half of the perovskite unit cell.

The morphology and local properties of the samples surfaces were investigated by means of different AFM modes in which in addition to topography a secondary or even a ternary signal can be simultaneously measured. Topography and phase contrast data were obtained by amplitude modulation AFM (AM-AFM) in dynamic intermittent-contact. Phase imaging consists in measuring the phase lag (secondary channel) of the cantilever oscillation relative to the external driving oscillation. This phase shift evolves depending on the tip-surface interactions therefore reflecting the local surface properties. In particular, it reflects heterogeneities in the composition of the surface because different materials produce different changes in the tip oscillation due to unequal adhesion, friction or viscoelastic forces. During tip scanning in the AFM contact mode under controlled load, in addition to cantilever normal deflection (topography),
the cantilever torsion caused by friction can be monitored as a lateral deflection (secondary channel) of the reflected laser beam. This lateral force imaging (also known as Friction Force Microscopy, FFM) is also used to highlight differences in composition of diverse surface regions, simultaneously, the local electrical response (ternary channel) of the surface was explored by conductive AFM (CAFM). These measurements are presented here either in the form of current maps or current versus voltage (I-V) curves taken at selected points on the surface using an MFP3D Asylum AFM equipped with an ORCA module with a specially-designed cantilever holder that encloses two different amplifiers which allow recording currents from the pA to the µA range. In the employed measuring set-up, the conductive tip mounted in the cantilever holder is used as a top electrode and the voltage is applied directly to the sample to establish a current flow through the LSMO film. Probes with different conducting coatings (TiIr and PtSi) mounted on cantilevers with force constants (k) in the range between 2 and 50 N/m were used. Applied forces are in the 100 nN range and to minimize any degradation effect due to sample aging, data were taken in as-prepared samples.

Space resolved Spectroscopic information has been obtained by means of X-ray Photoelectron emission microscopy (X-PEEM) in two different working modes; (i) collecting the emitted secondary electrons at different incoming photon energies (0.2 eV step) across the Mn L₃ (641.8 eV) and L₂ edges (652.8 eV) or (ii) by collecting photoelectrons at selected kinetic energies (Ek) across the Mn 3p core-level (Ek =145.8 eV) for a fixed energy of the incoming photons (Eₚh=200 eV). While the former probes the unoccupied Mn 3d levels via dipole-allowed 2p → 3d transitions (X-ray absorption spectroscopy, XAS) the later explores the Mn 3p occupied states (X-ray photo electron spectroscopy, XPS).

Monte Carlo simulations

In order to identify the key parameters controlling the morphology of the growing LSMO films we have performed kinetic, solid-on-solid Monte Carlo simulations in which the STO substrate is represented by a square lattice of 100×150 sites, with a straight step on one side and periodic boundary conditions in the surface plane. The substrate exhibits a single termination; hence, the step has double layer height, corresponding to 1 u.c. of the STO. The deposition of the incoming material is mimicked by creating monomers at free sites on the surface and allowing them to perform a certain number of diffusion cycles before the arrival of another one.

The system evolution is simulated by using the Metropolis algorithm: at each step a new configuration is generated by displacing a monomer from its current position to a nearest- or next-nearest-neighboring one, and the change in the total energy of the system is computed according to the set of interactions defined. The normalized difference of the relative probabilities of both the initial and final configurations, as measured by their corresponding Boltzmann factors, is compared to a random number between 0 and 1 and chosen accordingly, in such a way that displacements that reduce the system's total energy have a much larger likelihood to succeed than those producing an increase of energy. This process is repeated for
all monomers susceptible to move on the sample until the specified number of diffusion cycles has been completed and a new deposition event takes place. In order to speed up the simulations and to avoid unphysical situations monomers that are already buried or having a large number of lateral bonds are skipped and therefore not attempted to move during each sweep. Overhangs are not allowed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As commented above employing substrates presenting a unique and well defined chemical termination is convenient for obtaining atomically sharp interfaces and good quality layers in thin film growth. Epitaxial growth of LSMO on single terminated STO will proceed such that if the topmost surface of the STO substrate is the TiO$_2$-plane, the created interface will be /…/TiO$_2$/La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$O. After deposition of $n$ complete unit cells, the stacking sequence will be /…/TiO$_2$/($\text{La}_{1-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{O}/\text{MnO}_2$)$_n$, i.e. the LSMO film will have a MnO$_2$-terminated surface. On the other hand, if the substrate is terminated at the SrO-plane, the stacking sequence will be /…/SrO/(MnO$_2$/La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$O)$_n$ leading to a La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$O-terminated surface. For an ideal growth, in both cases the global surface should replicate the surface morphological relief (as in step flow growth) and would have laterally homogeneous properties as corresponding to single chemically terminated surfaces. As already mentioned, this is the case for few nanometers thick thin films. In the present case we will show that for thicker LSMO films (several tens of nanometers) the growth mode can be altered.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1.** Topographic images of (a) SrO and (b) TiO$_2$ single terminated STO(001) substrates, also referred as TO-STO and SO-STO, respectively, in the text. Topography (c, d) and current maps (e, f) of LSMO films grown respectively on the corresponding substrates. Current maps where obtained with a TiIr tip at $V_{\text{sample}}=1$ V. Difference between low and high currents is 310 nA (e) and 675 nA (f).

In order to explore the influence of substrate termination, we analyze LSMO films of similar thickness ($\approx 18$ nm) grown on different STO substrates. Figure 1 shows results using either films grown on TiO$_2$ or SrO single terminated STO substrates. The surface morphology of commercially available TiO$_2$-terminated substrates of STO shows well-defined atomically flat terraces separated by 1 u.c. steps with smooth edges (Figure 1a). The lack of contrast in the corresponding phase-lag image (not shown) con-
firms that the overall surface exhibits a unique TiO$_2$ termination. Single terminated SrO substrates can be achieved by annealing during long times (72h) at 1300°C. The resulting surface consists of atomically flat terraces with step edges faceted along the [100] and [010] directions and step heights of 1 u.c. (Figure 1b).

Along with the data for bare TiO$_2$- and SrO-terminated substrates (from now on TO-STO and SO-STO, respectively), Figure 1 includes topography (c,d) and current maps (e,f) simultaneously measured for the LSMO films grown on each substrate. After deposition of the LSMO layers, the fairly straight and well defined initial step edges of the initial substrate have disappeared and highly meandered ledges coexist with island nucleation on the terraces. Despite the relatively similar apparent relief of the two LSMO films, in both cases the current readout displays a bimodal electrical response. As a remarkable difference between films, we note that the one grown on the SO-STO substrate (Figure 1c) exhibits fully separated stripes of low and high conducting regions. Even more insightful results the fact of observing small isolated regions of conducting response, the islands height corresponds to $\frac{1}{2}$ u.c. In all cases, the step height between terraces with identical conduction coincides with 1 u.c. ($\approx$ 0.4 nm) while the vertical separation between neighboring levels with different conduction is $\frac{1}{2}$ u.c ($\approx$ 0.2 nm). The first corresponds to the distance between LSMO layers of identical chemical composition (either La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$O or MnO$_2$ planes) and the second corresponds to the inter-plane distance between consecutive La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$O and MnO$_2$ atomic layers in LSMO. Indeed, as it has been already reported, the bimodal response in surface properties is an indication of chemical separation, therefore signaling that the terraces correspond to alternated (001) planes of the LSMO film.

**Figure 2.** Topography (a), friction (b) and current (c) images obtained in contact AFM at $V_{\text{sample}}$=1 V using a TiIr coated tip. Below each image the corresponding profiles (dashed segments in the images) are shown.

The origin of the bimodal conduction response is cleared up by lateral force imaging (FFM in contact mode) and phase lag imaging (in dynamic AM-AFM) that altogether support the hypothesis of a surface with two chemical terminations. Typical results for two STO substrates with different step density are presented. Figure 2 shows the topography (left), friction force (central) and current (right) maps for a LSMO film grown on a substrate with a miscut angle of $\approx$ 0.05° respect to the (001)STO. The local friction signal is defined as half the amplitude of the so-called friction loop, $F=1/2 |F_f(b)|$ where $F_f$ is the lateral
force signal of the forward (i = f) and the corresponding backward (i = b) scans. Applying this line by line procedure to the complete lateral force images, a friction map is obtained. Consequently, regions of lower friction appear as dark patches in Figure 2b. Comparison of the whole data set confirms a strong correlation and definitively the differentiated regions correspond to areas vertically separated ½ u.c. and therefore to planes with different chemical composition.

Figure 3. Top: Topography (a) and phase lag (b) images obtained in AM-AFM. Middle: Topography (c) and current map (d) obtained at $V_{\text{sample}} = 2$ V in contact mode AFM using a TiIr coated tip. The difference in current between low and high conducting areas is 18 $\mu$A. Marks on the images are to emphasize the existence of isolated conducting regions: islands (white arrows) and small mounds (encircled). The current-voltage characteristic corresponds to those taken at diverse regions of the surface with high (e) or low (f) conductivity.

Surface nanostructuration due to the development of regions with different nature is also observed in substrates presenting a slightly larger miscut ($\approx 0.09^\circ$). Figure 3 shows consecutive AM-AFM (top) and contact AFM (bottom) measurements taken on different surface locations of the same sample. As it can be seen in Fig. 3a-b and 3c-d the same characteristics are observed throughout the whole surface: important step meandering and rounded islands nucleated at terraces. Moreover, incipient mound formation is also noticed (black circles). While the wandering topographic appearance of the steps ledges imaged in Figures 3a and 3c nearly conceals the existence of islands on the narrow terraces, these islands are otherwise clearly distinguished in the secondary channels (white arrows in Figure 3d). Once again, the most notable fact
results when comparing topography (a, c) with the corresponding phase lag (b) and current (d), respectively. Both phase and current exhibit bimodal signals measured at topographic levels separated by a height equal to \( \frac{1}{2} \) u.c. (≈ 0.2 nm). In particular, regions with a diverse phase shift coincide with current differences of about 18 µA (≈ 90% increase at \( V_{\text{sample}} = 2 \) V). Remarkably, this is true even in the case of isolated mounds (encircled in the images) with more than one visible level, because CAFM enables measuring electrical properties at a very local scale, only limiting the measurement to the contact area of the tip that should not be larger than tens of nm². The existence of surface regions of high conductivity which are laterally isolated has important implications since the properties of perovskite oxide devices can be tuned through interface effects such as spin exchange interactions, charge transfer, and band lineups.

Interestingly, a nearly linear I-V characteristics (Figure 3e) is measured at regions with higher conductivity indicating that the local tip-surface system can be viewed as a metal-metal junction in these regions. However, a highly rectifying behavior is observed at the low conducting regions (Figure 3f) suggesting the appearance of a Schottky barrier in the local tip-surface system, which depends on both the work function of the used tip and the local surface work function. The coexistence of two different conducting surface regions indicates that different electronic structures emerge depending on the termination layer, which may have strong relevance for the design of perovskite based devices through modulation of the interfacial Schottky barrier height. In spite of the diverse general appearance of the LSMO film surfaces presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3, in all cases neighbor terraces with distinct friction, phase contrast and, notably, different read out current would correspond to La\( _{0.7}\)Sr\( _{0.3}\)O and MnO\( _{2}\) composition.

**Figure 4.** a) XPEEM image working in XAS mode obtained at the pre-edge region of Mn L\( _{3,2}\)-edges, 630 eV. b) XPS image obtained at the Mn 3p core level (\( E_k = 145.8 \) eV) and normalized to a pre-edge image (\( E_k = 150.0 \) eV). Due to the low counts in the XPS mode a filter has been applied so that each pixel is the average of a 9x9 pixel matrix. c) Profiles marked in (a) and (b).
To gain a deeper insight into the termination assignment X-PEEM has been used. X-PEEM images obtained in the XAS mode -secondary electrons- show a pattern similar to those described above with two types of domains having different intensity coexist for the whole energy range (630-670 eV) explored (not shown). An example, obtained at 630 eV (pre-edge) is depicted in Figure 4a. Differences in the Mn oxidation state can be excluded as origin of the contrast mechanism since the contrast is present not only at the Mn L\textsubscript{3,2} edges but also at pre- and post-edge spectral regions. Moreover, normalization of the XAS images (see Supporting Information SI1) by that obtained at the pre-edge leads to the loss of contrast between domains for the whole energy range highlighting the fact that the difference in intensity of photo emitted electrons between both regions is just a constant factor (maxima to minima difference in the corresponding profile shown in Figure 4c). The source for the contrast observed by XPEEM may arise from different mechanisms, \textsuperscript{23,24} including topographic features, work function or chemical nature, the latter intimately related. The high resemblance between CAFM (e.g. in Figure 2c) and X-PEEM images suggest a common origin so that the most plausible explanation is that the contrast observed by X-PEEM originates from differences in the conducting character and work function between both regions. Higher work function limits the escape of low energy secondary electrons and will therefore appear darker in XAS images. As proven above, each region is related either to La\textsubscript{0.7}Sr\textsubscript{0.3}O or to MnO\textsubscript{2} planes, but because the probing depth of the XAS signal is approximately 30 Å, \textsuperscript{25} i.e. \approx 7 u.c. of LSMO, unambiguous ascription to one or the other termination cannot be made.

To address the chemical composition of the uppermost layer for each surface region we have used energy filtered PEEM (XPS mode) known to be much more surface sensitive than XAS.\textsuperscript{24,26} Figure 4b shows an image obtained in this XPS mode for a binding energy (E\textsubscript{k} =145.8eV) corresponding to the Mn 3p core-level (see Supporting Information SI2), for which the probing depth is ca. 5Å, i.e. only \approx 1 u.c. of LSMO. The image has been normalized by a pre-edge image obtained at E\textsubscript{k} = 150.0 eV. The pre-edge image showed a uniform contrast, i.e. no domains, thus supporting our interpretation of the XAS image contrast as originated from work function differences since topography would also be present in XPS no matter E\textsubscript{k}.\textsuperscript{27} The image obtained at the Mn 3p shows a clear binary modulation of contrast, before and after normalization. Since the stacking sequence of La\textsubscript{0.7}Sr\textsubscript{0.3}O and MnO\textsubscript{2} planes is identical in both regions, higher intensity in XPS arises from regions exhibiting an uppermost MnO\textsubscript{2} plane while, in the other regions, the buried MnO\textsubscript{2} planes have an intensity attenuated by the La\textsubscript{0.7}Sr\textsubscript{0.3}O plane on top. Comparison between line profiles (4c) taken in both XPS (4b) and XAS (4a) images allows correlating the work function information with the atomic termination of the domains. MnO\textsubscript{2} planes (bright XPS and dark XAS domains) show higher work function than La\textsubscript{0.7}Sr\textsubscript{0.3}O ones (dark XPS and bright XAS domains). The absence of the apical oxygen for the uppermost MnO\textsubscript{2} plane would promote electronic segregation leading to i) increase of Mn\textsuperscript{3+} and ii) insulating properties (large work function).\textsuperscript{28} With all these data at hand and following the previous report including surface potential data in each termination,\textsuperscript{10} planes presenting larger conduction are supposed to be those of La\textsubscript{0.7}Sr\textsubscript{0.3}O composition.
The described results are independent of the initial STO termination and occur for relatively thick films (>40ML) indicating that, contrary to that expected for an ideal layer by layer or step flow growth, they might be interpreted as due to long range instabilities throughout growth. During deposition by RF magnetron sputtering, the different elements that came from the target arrive to the surface and, depending on the growth parameters and substrate characteristics (deposition rate, temperature, substrate miscut, Schowebel barrier...) diffuse until reaching the step edges or nucleating at the terraces. Actually, theoretical studies predict that films over a certain thickness might present instabilities on vicinal surfaces as transitions from step flow to 3D layer-by-layer growth. As it will be illustrated next by Monte Carlo simulations, our observations cannot be understood in terms of different element diffusion provoking element segregation on the surface but due to stacking fault (SF) formation, in which the sequence La0.7Sr0.3O/MnO2/ La0.7Sr0.3O is locally changed to La0.7Sr0.3O/MnO2/MnO2. Once the SF is formed, further growth maintaining the ideal local stacking leads to local energetically favorable configurations and provides a natural mechanism for the self-organized inhomogeneities over the nanometer scale.

The morphology of the growing LSMO has been simulated by Monte Carlo using the Metropolis algorithm (see methods and Supporting Information). With this type of algorithm the adequate choice of the interactions that describe the system energetics is crucial to obtain the correct outcome. In the simulation we have considered both in-plane nearest-neighbor (nn) and next-nearest-neighbor (nnn) interactions. To account for the existence of the double-layer unit cell and allow for the appearance of the two different surface terminations we have used two types of monomers denoted “A” and “B”, representing the La0.7Sr0.3O and MnO2 subunits. The stoichiometry of the growing film is maintained by creating one monomer of each type at each deposition cycle at random positions of the sample. Due to the coexistence of these two species within the growing film, it also becomes necessary to differentiate the lateral interactions depending on the identity of the monomers involved: thus, for nn (E_{nn}^{+},E_{nn}^{-}) and nnn (E_{NNN}^{+},E_{NNN}^{-}) interactions the upper signs distinguish between attractive (+) or repulsive (−) character depending on the similar (AA, BB) or distinct (AB) nature of the interacting monomers, respectively. Other energetic parameters taken into account are the energy cost of a monomer climbing up a step (E_{up}), the energy cost of forming a stacking fault (E_{SF}) and the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier (E_{ES}). The complete description of all parameters is summarized in the Supporting Information (Figure SI3) and their values in Table 1. The stacking fault energy (E_{SF}) can be loosely related to the cohesive energy of the alternating atomic planes of the LSMO lattice, and constitutes the most distinctive aspect of these simulations, giving rise to the appearance of some unusual behavior when compared to single component systems. A full account of the results of these simulations is nevertheless beyond the scope of this paper and will be presented elsewhere. Here we concentrate on getting some insight into the phenomena that result in the experimentally observed surface morphologies and hence surface properties. We have treated this energy as a fixed parameter (equal to 1) and referred all other interactions to it. Temperature is also given in units of Boltzmann's constant k_B.
Figure 5. (a) Experimental CAFM map ($V_{\text{sample}} = 1V$) showing the bimodal current characteristic and (b) Monte Carlo simulation carried out with the parameters listed in Table 1. (c) and (d) Evolution of the surface roughness and the density of stacking faults with increasing thickness for the film simulated in (b).

In Figure 5 a typical current map obtained by CAFM is compared with the result of a MC simulation using the parameters listed in Table 1; a movie showing the evolution of the simulated growth front during the deposition of several monolayers under these conditions can be found in the Supplementary Information. One can immediately notice the qualitative agreement between experiment and simulation. The main feature is the appearance of islands and mounds exhibiting both terminations (dark and bright areas). The graphs in Figs. 5c and 5d reveal that both the surface roughness and the density of stacking faults steadily increase. As commented, this latter magnitude is of particular interest: since the grown film is stoichiometric, a certain amount of stacking faults must appear in order to accommodate the material that is not completing the double-layer unit cells, thus leading to the appearance of the two terminations. The evolution of the stacking fault density shows oscillations with monolayer periodicity superimposed to the overall increasing trend due to the formation of separated islands of types “A” and “B” with $\frac{1}{2}$ u.c. height right after completion of a previous monolayer, when the terraces are wider. As growth continues more stable one u.c. high islands grow laterally, those faulted islands are squeezed between them and a part of this material is forced to climb up to complete higher levels thus reducing the total amount of stacking faults present in the film. Nevertheless, the process is not completed due to kinetic limitations caused by the low temperature, and some faulted patches are left behind becoming buried with subsequent growth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_{nn}/E_{SF}$</th>
<th>$E_{nn}/E_{SF}$</th>
<th>$E_{nnn}/E_{SF}$</th>
<th>$E_{nnn}/E_{SF}$</th>
<th>$E_{up}/E_{SF}$</th>
<th>$E_{ES}/E_{SF}$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{jumps}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Parameters used in the simulation presented in Fig. 5. Negative energies are repulsive. See Supporting Information.
The simulation also shows how the initially straight step gradually acquires a meandering morphology. This phenomenon appears as a result of two different causes. In the first place, it is due to the limited diffusion of monomers along the step edge, provoked by the reduced temperature compared to the intensity of the attractive lateral interactions. And secondly, the advancing step overruns and absorbs some of the one u.c. high islands previously formed on the terrace close to the edge. Advancing steps are also known to develop roughness as a result of the so-called “Bales-Zangwill instability” which appears when there is an Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier reducing or preventing the incorporation of monomers from the upper side of the step. In this work we have chosen to keep this energy $E_{ES}$ equal to zero in order to highlight the other effects that are more specific to this system. One should remark that, since surface diffusion is a thermally activated process, a relatively low temperature such as the one used in the simulation in Figure 5 typically results in short displacements of the deposited monomers. However, these results have been obtained using a rather long diffusion length of 250 jumps per cycle – to be compared to the terrace width of 150 sites. Experimentally, achieving these conditions would require reducing the deposition rate so as to give the deposited monomers more time to move across the surface.

To summarize the conclusions gained from the Monte Carlo simulations, Figure 6 shows the results obtained in a series of limiting cases that would correspond to very different experimental conditions: a) High temperature and high monomer mobility, b) high temperature ($T = 1.0$), low monomer mobility ($N = 1$), c) Low temperature and high monomer mobility ($N = 250$) and d) low temperature and low monomer mobility ($N = 1$). A complete description of the surface evolution in each case can be found in the Supporting Information.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** Monte Carlo simulated topographies representative for different limiting conditions: (a) High temperature ($T = 1.0$) and long monomer diffusivity ($N = 250$). (b) High temperature ($T = 1.0$) and low mobility ($N = 1$). (c) Low temperature ($T = 0.25$) and high monomer mobility ($N = 250$). (d) Low temperature ($T = 0.25$) and mobility ($N = 1$).

For high temperature and high monomer mobility, islands formation is prevented and step flow with smooth edges takes place (Figure 6a). Same mobility and low temperature correspond to the case discussed above and compared in Figure 5 with the experimental results. A further illustration of the typical film morphology obtained in this case is given in Figure 6c. As already commented, its most distinctive
characteristic is the appearance of patches with both surface terminations. The island sizes are large as corresponds to the long average diffusive length. A lower mobility (shorter diffusive length) maintaining the low temperature will cause the nucleation of many small islands (Figure 6d) avoiding step advancing, increasing roughness but still presenting two terminations.

The results of these simulations allow us to identify the reduced temperature as the key parameter responsible for the formation of the stacking faults that in the end result in the appearance of the two surface terminations of the film. Due to the random nature of the deposition and to the attractive lateral interactions between monomers of the same type, the nucleation of faulted islands is statistically unavoidable. In order to maintain the single termination, those islands must be forced to break up and the resulting monomers have to climb up on top of the non-faulted islands to maintain the correct stacking sequence. When the temperature is low compared to the strength of the lateral bonds of the monomers within the islands, breaking the faulted ones becomes difficult and they are soon stabilized by the growth of layers on their top.

CONCLUSIONS

The presented results show that the nano-scale structuration of the LSMO surface is consequence of chemical self-organization and is caused by deviation of local stoichiometry developed within an energy landscape during growth. Whereas in layer by layer growth similar chemical nanostructuration originates from the replica of patterned substrates, here and based on Monte Carlo simulations the formation of stacking faults during growth is proposed to be at the origin of the experimental observations. Both situations offer different ways for engineering frameworks of metal and insulator two dimensional domains. Remarkably, unambiguous chemical identification of the two terminations (La_{0.7}Sr_{0.3}O or MnO_2) presenting a different work function, has been possible by X-ray spectroscopy analysis. Because the domain formation is self-sustained, external stimuli provoking instabilities during growth (defects, oxygen pressure, temperature…) can be used to sensitively manipulate the size distribution of coexisting metallic and insulating regions, thus making practical the control of nano-engineered functional domains in perovskite thin films. In particular the capability of confining properties at the nanoscale is of major interest for many challenging applications (e.g. confined electron gas, confined chemical reactions…). The presented results demonstrate that long range order control could appear as a simple way to create new functionalities at the surface, particularly, the formation of local electronic nanostructures.
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